
USJN Indy 100 
July 9th 

Westfield, Indiana 

 

IGBRR spent a day in Westfield for day one of the USJN Indy 100. While we were able to observe several teams that we 
had seen on our first two stops, below is our observation on Indiana squads & prospects we had not yet seen in July 
prior to this event. 
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Flight Storm 
2018 5’5 PG Addie Rund  Indian Creek 
Small PG with a high motor and good instincts for the game. Competes on both ends, stays active on defense and 
creates deflections, steals, and gets after the 50/50 balls. She is very capable scorer on the offensive end with a 
consistent jumper and the willingness to go hard and be physical going to rim.  

Heat 
2018 5’7 G Kyra Whitaker  Greensburg 
Smooth athletic CG with a proficient skill set.  Effective at the point with handles, quickness, bball IQ and ability to create 
space and setup teammates. Plays very well off the ball as well with movement and ability to read defense and set 
herself up for scoring opportunities. A bit under-exposed as a 2018, averaging nearly 16ppg through her first 2 varsity 
seasons.  

Ice 
2019 6’1 F Lilly Hatton  North Harrison 
Emerging as one of the premier post prospects in the 2019 class. Solid strong frame, gets off the floor very well, great 
body control at the basket, along with excellent hands and feet. Very comfortable with the ball away from the basket 

http://www.bluestarmedia.org/basketball-near-brickyard/


with a reliable jumper at 15’ as well.  Rebounds well, pulling down nearly 8 a game in her high school season, and tied 
the state record in a title game with 8 block shots in the 3A State Championship game as a frosh. D1 prospect with 
offers. 

2019 6’2 F Gracie Hale  Floyd Central 
Has the potential to be a very high end prospect in the 2019 class. Hale is a physical anomaly, in that she has a long 
strong 6’2 post frame but she runs the court and possesses the agility of a guard. As she continues to develop her skill 
set and processing she is one to keep a close eye on. 
 

 

 
Indiana’s Best Red 
2018 5’8 G Maci Heimlich  North White 
Brings a lot to the table from the PG position, with the ability  to score the ball, set the table for teammates, while being 
steady and valuing possessions.  Shoots the 3 well and in bunches, handles with poise, has good court vision and a work 
horse on the court.  

JBF Midwest 
2021 5’8 G Arianna Wiggins 
Even as a 2021 Arianna has already caught the attention of many coaches and national evaluators. Beyond her years 
with both her developed skill set and what she brings physically and athletically. The lefty CG uses handles and explosive 
step to get to the rim and finishes with body control and athleticism. The consistency on her jumper, including the 3, 
continues to improve. It will be fun to watch where she can take her game too in the coming years. 
  
Lady Legit 
2017 5’9 F Kenigia Hamilton Anderson 
Undersize forward that’s a bulldog on both ends of the floor.  Kenigia uses her strong thick frame, good hands, and quick 
feet to impose her will around the basket. She goes hard to the rim for boards on both ends and her agility allows her to 
beat other post to long boards and 50/50 balls. Fun to watch. NAIA prospect 

Lady Truth 
2017 5’8 G Bre Lloyd Hamilton Southeastern 
Lloyd has had a D1 skill set and been on radar for some time. A lefty combo that has a nice feel for the game, multiple 
weapons on the offensive end, including ability to shoot the 3 and get to the rim. Smooth with nice athleticism to 
compliment the rest of her attributes.  D1 prospect with offers 



 

 

Sky Diggs Elite 
2019 5’7 G Melody Johnson Perry Meridian 
As athletic as they come, with a pretty solid skill set. With her explosiveness, body control and strong base she is able to 
get to the rim and finish. Needs continued work on consistent jump shot and off hand confidence. Melody has 
tremendous hops with superior quick twitch response on relaunch. 

Team Pride Larkins 
2019 6’0 W Jordyn Barga  Monroe Central 
Nice strong frame for her age, with both agility and a developed skill set at the wing spot. Plays poised with good bball 
IQ, making good decision with the ball and processes well for her age.  Plays hard and is able to use frame and strength 
to play physical on both ends. 

 

 


